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HOW TO INVEST IN MAKING THINGS WORK BETTER – THIS YEAR’S      

EFFICIENT FIFTY 

Some things change, and some things stay the same.  A year ago, in the inaugural edition of 

the Efficient Fifty, we pointed out that the importance of making processes work more efficiently 

has been around at least since the construction of the pyramids at Giza. It was true then and it 

is still true now. Enthusiasm around what is often (and inaccurately, in our opinion) called 

cleantech will ebb and flow, but the basic idea of using resources more sparingly and making 

things work better will continue to be important. This is the single, big idea that underpins our 

coverage of companies in industrial and energy technology. 

The big idea may be obvious, but the path to the right investments may not be. The need to 

reduce carbon emissions associated with power generation did not save investors from the 

brutal series of booms and busts in solar and wind power generation equipment. Tesla 

notwithstanding, many early-stage EV ventures have not fared well, as investors in Fisker and 

Smith know all too well. Smart power grids need storage, but lithium-ion cell manufacturing is 

commoditizing quickly, and the demonstrable need for long-duration storage was not enough to 

save investors in Aquion, Imergy, or Alevo. The pace of change in the efficiency business is 

bewildering, and it is made more so by the web of public subsidies and incentives that can 

change quickly and unpredictably. 

With that in mind, it is interesting to look at how our selections for this year’s Efficient Fifty have 

evolved. A look at Figure 1 makes a couple of points apparent. First, the number of companies 

in our Industrial Applications sector has grown, and now comprises thirteen of the total fifty. 

That number would be even higher had we not chosen to move the three drone and imaging 

companies to our expanded Logistics, Transport, and Mapping sector. We expect the industrial 

part of our world to continue to be a big piece of our total coverage. In transportation, we have 

tried to be judicious – we could fill an entire book with just EV and battery startups, but failure 

rates in the vehicle space have been high. Our selections – Thor and Proterra in commercial 

vehicles, ChargePoint in charging infrastructure, Peloton Technologies in vehicle platooning, 

Kespry in drone and precision mapping technology – represent differentiated businesses that 

are best-of-breed, in our opinion. 

Some of the earliest efforts to drive efficiency were focused on managing power transmission 

and distribution. Here, we will say that our Power and Grid Infrastructure sector seems to have 

entered a period of consolidation as competitors grapple with the slow pace of change in 

utilities and tough prices in both power generation equipment and storage. We have 

consolidated the group as well, as the barriers between storage, grid services, analytics, and 

pure software companies blur. The result is what we believe are the 16 best-in-class companies 

highlighted in Figure 1, including T-Rex’s platform for analyzing investments in renewable 

energy assets, Stem and AMS’ industry-leading storage service offerings, and Sentient 

Energy’s rapidly growing network of power line sensors. 

Using resources 
efficiently and making 
things work better are the 
ideas that underpin all of 
our research. 

Continuous change in the 
market, subsidy 
environment can make it 
difficult to make money.

Growth and company 
formation continues in 
industrial applications – 
huge diversity in 
transportation but big 
risks as well.

We are entering a period 
of consolidation in 
companies addressing 
power and grid 
infrastructure. 
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We have also made an effort to better define the line between working directly with utilities or 

industrial enterprises, as opposed to helping to engage their customers. The challenges around 

helping customers understand their options and make the right choices cut across multiple end 

markets, and we have been careful to create our Customer Tools and Engagement sector 

around that concept, as opposed to the more common notion of focusing on consumer 

experience. Vivint Smart Home may have started life as a security company, but it is now much 

more than that, and we think of Vivint as a systems integrator that offers customers a better 

answer to the patchwork of DIY hardware-based offerings. Energysage has taken on the 

complex process of comparing different residential solar hardware and financing products, 

putting everything together on a single shopping platform. FirstFuel helps utilities drive better 

engagement with their business customers, while EnergySavvy is more consumer-focused. Our 

Customer Tools and Engagement sector debuts this year with ten companies. 

Finally, we have inaugurated a Food, Agriculture, and Resources sector this year, highlighting a 

total of two companies. To be clear, we are steering away from trying to analyze the very large 

crop science and agriculture industry. Rather, we are interested in enterprises that address 

efficiency concerns within agriculture and food distribution. In Apeel Sciences’ case, this comes 

as technology that wraps fruits and vegetables with an extra organic layer of protection and 

reduces the enormous amount of produce lost to spoilage while being transported. Farmers 

Business Network is an information and pricing platform that allows farmers to make better 

decisions by aggregating and sharing seed, fertility, and soil information. 

The fifty companies profiled in this book have raised a total of $5.76 billion since the beginning 

of 2010, with that number heavily skewed toward the past few years. Indeed, we note the YTD 

2018 outcome of $1.8 billion is up 70% from last year’s total. To be fair, the growth results from 

a couple of very large transactions, but it is also true that the number of transactions continues 

to grow as well. Transportation and storage dominate, with Proterra, ChargePoint, AMS, and 

Stem taking four of the top five slots. View is in a class by itself with $1.7 billion raised to date. 

The list becomes more eclectic after that with Farmers Business Network, Planet, and sonnen. 

This year’s Efficient Fifty has skewed more to larger companies, with nine of the fifty at $100 

million or more in annual revenue, and another two at $75 million or more. This compares to a 

total of six companies in last year’s lineup that were at $75 million or more. The shift to larger 

companies represents a deliberate effort on our part to identify enterprises that can be 

successful in an increasingly consolidating environment. 

The leading investors show some commonality with last year. Four of the top six firms in this 

year’s lineup – GE Capital, Energy Impact Partners, EnerTech Capital, and Kleiner Perkins – 

were in the top six last year. E.ON moves into the top six with some new additions. The most 

notable shift is additions by DBL Partners with a total of six companies, double last year’s 

number. This year’s search process turned up a number of interesting enterprises, with DBL 

funding Apeel Sciences, for example, that were not in last year’s lineup. 

On the following pages are profiles of each of our Efficient Fifty companies. We hope you enjoy 

the second edition of the Efficient Fifty, and we welcome any questions or feedback. Feel free 

to contact us, or to request copies of the 2018 Efficient Fifty, at josha@jmpsecurities.com. 

We created a separate 
category for companies 
involved in the important 
process of engaging 
customers. 

Looking at food and 
agriculture with an eye 
toward efficiency. 

Transportation and 
storage dominate, with 
View in a class by itself. 

We find ourselves more 
skewed to larger 
companies this year. 

Four of the six top 
investors are the same as 
last year – several 
additions from DBL. 
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FIGURE 4.   Annual Revenue Range for Companies in the Efficient Fifty 

 

     Source: JMP Securities LLC, Company disclosures 
 

 

 

FIGURE 5.   Global Private Funding by Sector ($b) 

     Source: JMP Securities LLC, Company disclosures 
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FIGURE 6.   Investors With the Most Efficient Fifty Companies in Their Portfolios 

 

     Source: JMP Securities LLC, Company disclosures 
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There are a total of 12 
investors that show up 
with three or more 
companies in the Efficient 
Fifty, and six of those 
lead the pack. 
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AutoGrid 

Management 
Amit Narayan (CEO) 
Christopher Sternberg (President & COO) 
Quique Schwarz (Chief Data Scientist) 
Rajeev Singh (VP of Engineering/Chief Software Architect) 

Location Redwood City, California 
Founded 2011 
Revenues $10m - $20m 
Employees 105 

Funding Rounds 
Sept. 2018 - $32M        Oct. 2012 - $9M 
May 2016 - $20M        May 2012 - $2.8M
Jan. 2014 - $12.8M 

Key Investors 
Energy Impact Partners          CLP 
Envision Ventures           innogy 
E.ON         Tenaska 
ClearSky Power & Technology         National Grid Ventures 
Foundation Capital            Orsted 
Stanford University           Total SA 

Board Members and Advisors 
Dan Ahn 
Michael Donnelly 
James Huff 
Amit Narayan 
Konrad Augustin 
Steve Vassallo 

Company Description 
AutoGrid’s distributed energy resource (DER) flexibility management software allows utilities, electricity 
retailers, energy service providers, and owners of large asset portfolios to deliver clean, affordable, and 
reliable energy. The company’s patented predictive controls technology leverages advanced data science, 
machine learning, and high-performance computing to predict, control, and optimize all DERs at scale and in 
real time. AutoGrid has nearly 5,000 megawatts of flexible capacity from distributed generation, storage, and 
demand response resources under contract. Its solutions help more than 30-35 global energy companies,
such as National Grid, Florida Power & Light, Eneco, CPS Energy, and NextEra Energy to balance supply 
and demand, increase grid reliability, integrate renewables, and deliver value-added services to customers in 
regulated and deregulated markets worldwide. AutoGrid is one of the larger providers of DER flexibility 
management software in the industry. 

Source: Company discussions 
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Blue Pillar 
 

 
Management 
Tom Willie (CEO) 
Brad Witter (President & CTO) 
Jeff Pontius (VP of Finance) 
Eric Reichel (VP of Operations) 
 

Location Frederick, Maryland 
Founded 2006 
Revenues $10m - $25m 
Employees 37 
 
Funding Rounds 
Series D - $10.3M Series B - $6.9M 
Series C - $13.9M Series A / Seed - $6.3M
 
 

Key Investors 
Allos Ventures  Arsenal Venture Partners 
EnerTech Capital  Claremont Creek Ventures 
GXP Investments  Maryland Venture Fund 
Elevate Ventures  Elemental Excelerator 
 

Board Members and Advisors 
Paul Straub John C. McIlwraith 
Bill Kingsley Doug Davis 
Dennis Odell  
 

 
Company Description 
Blue Pillar is a leading provider of technology to what the company has dubbed the ‘Energy Network of Things’.
The company’s Aurora Energy Network of Things IoT platform is the first self-configurable solution to auto-
prescribe secure energy control networks to connect behind-the-meter distributed energy resources for real-
time control and collection of energy data.  

Blue Pillar’s platform allows customers to connect all of their energy assets within a single platform. Aurora 
collects and organizes facility energy data in real time, while enabling centralized control of behind-the-meter 
assets. From legacy diesel generators and switches to solar panels, inverters, and batteries, Blue Pillar’s
mission is to connect any asset that consumes, generates, switches, stores, or measures energy – regardless 
of make, model, or vintage. 

Aurora has connected more than 250K data streams at over 800 buildings across several industry sectors, 
including hospitals, cable/telecom, energy service providers, military, and higher education. In 2016, Blue Pillar 
was recognized as having the largest microgrid portfolio based on megawatts connected with the ability to
island off the grid, per Navigant Research. 
 
Source: Company discussions 
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Encycle 

Management 
Robert Chiste (President & CEO) 
Steve Alexander (CFO, COO) 
Andrew Stickler (EVP, Engineering) 
Chris Hensley (EVP, Sales and Marketing) 

Location San Marcos, California 
Founded 2005 
Revenues $5m - $10m 
Employees 50 

Funding Rounds 
[not disclosed] 

Key Investors 
BDC Venture Capital 
EnerTech Capital 
Export Development Canada (EDC) 
Duke Energy Ventures 
Prelude Ventures 
NGEN Partners 

Board Members and Advisors 
Robert Chiste  
Rich Cilento 
Larry Lam 
Tim Woodward 
Paul Grod 
Shay Murphy 
Christopher Fallon 

Company Description 
Encycle Corp. is focused on helping commercial and industrial customers achieve improvements in the 
efficiency of their heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems with a simple and elegant “set and forget” 
approach. Encycle’s SaaS-based business model delivers its service through the company’s EASE Program 
(Energy as a Service by Encycle). The company’s Swarm Logic energy management technology is at the 
heart of its solution set, leveraging honey bee-inspired biomimicry to build a wireless network among HVAC 
rooftop units (RTUs) that enables autonomous communication. 

Encycle reports that customers using its synchronization technology have reduced HVAC electricity costs by 
10-20%, often with payback periods of less than a year. Encycle offices are in Toronto (Canada), San Marcos 
(California), and Taunton (UK). 

Source: Company discussions 
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EnergySage

Management 
Vikram Aggarwal (Founder and CEO) 
Jamie Biggar (CTO, VP Engineering) 
John Gingrich (SVP, New Business Development) 
Luke Tarbi (VP, Marketing) 
Georg Bettenhauser (VP, Sales & Supplier Partnerships) 
Tess O'Brien (VP, Strategic Partnerships) 

Location Boston, Massachusetts 
Founded 2012 
Revenues $150m [GMV] 
Employees 32 

Funding Rounds 
Apr. 2018 - $2.7M 
May 2016 - $1.4M 
Sept. 2014 - $1.5M 
July 2013 - $0.4M 

Key Investors 
Clean Energy Venture Group 
LaunchPad Venture Group 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center 

Board Members and Advisors 
Gail Greenwald 
Robert Gervis 
Alison Ernst 
Vikram Aggrawal 

Company Description 
EnergySage is focused on providing a straightforward online marketplace for prospective residential solar 
customers to understand and compare different offerings. The company’s platform allows users to research 
different offerings and receive quotes from EnergySage’s network of pre-screened installers. Given the numerous 
considerations surrounding not only the solar power equipment itself, but also the available financing options, 
there is considerable value in being able to compare different proposals in a uniform way. 

On the backhand side, EnergySage collects over one million data points per day regarding the market dynamics 
of the U.S. solar industry. The data, available on the company’s website, is frequently used by government 
agencies, non-profits, journalist, univerisites, and investors and offers insights into the broader U.S. solar market. 

CEO and founder Vikram Aggarwal founded EnergySage following a 15-year career at Fidelity Investments, 
where he specialized in private equity investments. He brings a substantial breadth of experience in financial 
markets to EnergySage. 

Source: Company discussions 
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EnergySavvy 
 

Management 
Aaron Goldfeder (CEO and Co-Founder) 
Scott Case (COO) 
Kalpana Narayanaswamy (VP, Engineering) 
Michael Rigney (SVP, Client Solutions, Marketing,  
  and Regulatory Affairs) 

Location Seattle, Washington 
Founded 2008 
Revenues [not disclosed] 
Employees 72 
 
 
Funding Rounds 
Oct. 2016 - $14.3M Dec. 2010 - $1.1M 
July 2014 - $8.25M July 2009 - $0.58M 
Aug. 2012 - $3.25M 
 

Key Investors 
El Dorado Investment  
EnerTech Capital   
GXP Investments   
Inherent Group 
Pivotal Investments 
Prelude Ventures 
 

Board Members and Advisors 
Aaron Goldfeder 
Karl Siebrecht 
Tim Woodward 
Dean Sciorillo 
Thomas King 
Bradley Zenger 
Rebecca Norlander 
Dennis Odell 
 

 
 
Company Description 
EnergySavvy has developed a customer-facing platform that allows utilities to significantly improve engagement
with their customers. The company’s cloud-based product offers utility customers data-driven personalization 
and automated program delivery to help them better understand their energy usage, receive targeted
recommendations, and become more efficient. More than 30+ utilities across the U.S. are currently using the 
EnergySavvy platform. The company, founded in 2008, comes to the industry with a strong background in
software and hopes to transform the way that utilities interact with their customers. 
 
Source: Company discussions 
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GlassPoint Solar 
 

 
Management 
Steven Moss (CEO) 
Pete von Behrens (CTO) 
David Allsworth (CFO) 
Sanjeev Kumar (SVP, North America) 
Dave Tickner (Interim COO) 
Seti Gabriel (Chief Commercial Officer) 
  

Location Fremont, California 
Founded 2009 
Revenues [not disclosed] 
Employees 250 
 
Funding Rounds 
Sept. 2014 - $53M 
Dec. 2012 - $26M 
Dec. 2011 - $1.3M 
Mar. 2011 - $1.5M 
 

Key Investors 
RockPort Capital 
Nth Power 
Chrysalix Energy Ventures 
Royal Dutch Shell 
State General Reserve Fund of Oman 
 

Board Members and Advisors 
Rod MacGregor 
Hisham Al-Sheedi 
Richard MacKellar 
David Prend 
Robert Linck 
Zaki Salim (Non-Executive Chairman) 
 

 
Company Description 
GlassPoint designs, manufacturers, and installs solar steam generators with energy leaders across the globe.
The company’s solar thermal technology is focused exclusively on the global oil and gas industry and is 
designed specifically to overcome challenges of deploying solar on an oilfield. The company’s enclosed trough 
technology houses thin, curved mirrors inside a greenhouse. The mirrors track the sun throughout the day, 
focusing heat on pipes containing oilfield water. Concentrated sunlight boils the water to generate steam, which
is then injected into the oil reservoir just like steam produced by burning fuel. The result is a much more carbon-
efficient approach to enhanced oil recovery. 
 
Source: Company discussions 
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Optimum Energy 

 

 

 
Management 
Larry Stapleton (President) 
Bert Hogue (CFO) 
Ben Erpelding (CTO) 
 

Location Seattle, Washington 
Founded 2005 
Revenues $10m - $25m 
Employees 55 
 
Funding Rounds 
Nov. 2016 - $3M 
July 2015 - $10M 
June 2013 - $14.2M 
Mar. 2013 - $1M 
 

Key Investors 
Johnson Controls 
Navitas Capital 
Columbia Pacific Management 
Edison Energy 
 

Board Members and Advisors
Stan Baty 
Robert Andrews 
Daryl David 
Bert Valdman 
Terry O'Keefe 
Joe Franzi 
 

Company Description 
Optimum Energy enables campuses, healthcare facilities, pharmaceutical plants, data centers and other
commercial buildings to cut energy costs and meet sustainability goals by optimizing HVAC systems, the
largest consumer of energy in buildings. The company’s cloud-based OptiCx™ Platform and its associated 
modules reduce an HVAC system’s energy usage and resulting costs by up to 50 percent. The technology
also reduces water use in chiller plants, tracks and reports on savings, provides detailed insights into building 
system operations, and efficiently scales across entire building portfolios. Optimum Energy technology has
enabled current customers to clock one billion kwh of energy savings which translates to cost savings of more 
than $100m and carbon reduction of more than 667,000 metric tons.  
 
Source: Company discussions 
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Spirae 

 
 
Management 
Sunil Cherian (CEO) 
Julie Zinn (COO) 
Oliver Pacific (CTO) 
 

Location Fort Collins, Colorado 
Founded 2002 
Revenues $10m - $15m 
Employees 70 
 
Funding Rounds 
[not disclosed] 
 

Key Investors 
NRG Energy 
Avista 
 

Board Members and Advisors 
Sunil Cherian 
Dennis Arfmann 
Kevin Berkemeyer 
Ed Schlecht 
 
 

 
Company Description 
Spirae’s Wave control platform provides a dynamically scalable architecture for integrating and managing high
levels of renewable and distributed energy resources (DER) at the edge of the grid. Spirae’s Wave distributed 
energy resource management system (DERMS) includes peak shaving, energy shifting, virtual power plant,
facility management, and real-time microgrid features, such as import-export, transition to island, spinning 
reserve management, and resynchronization. Wave insight and intelligent algorithms allow customers to
monetize multiple DER value streams from end-use optimization to energy market participation. 
 
Source: Company discussions 
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Tendril 
 

 
Management 
Adrian Tuck (CEO) 
Chris Black (COO) 
Jaylene Kunze (CFO) 
Jake Meier (CTO) 

Location Boulder, CO 
Founded 2004 
Revenues [not disclosed] 
Employees 100-150 
 
 
Funding Rounds 
[not disclosed] 
 
 

Key Investors 
Engie 
Good Energies 
next47 
SunPower 
VantagePoint Capital Partners 
 

Board Members and Advisors 
[not disclosed] 
 
 

 
 
Company Description 
Tendril’s data analytics on more than 123 million homes creates new business opportunities for any product or 
service provider connected to the home. Today, this includes electric and gas utilities, energy retailers and real 
estate professionals. Built over more than a decade, the Tendril Platform delivers real-time, ever-evolving data 
about the home and how people use energy in it. These rich insights help customers improve customer 
acquisitions, increase engagement and orchestrate home energy experiences. 
 
Source: Company discussions 
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JMP FACTS AND DISCLOSURES 

Analyst Certification: 
The research analyst(s) who prepared this report does/do hereby certify that the views presented in this report are in accordance with 

my/our personal views on the securities and issuers discussed in this report. As mandated by SEC Regulation AC no part of my/our 

compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific views or recommendations expressed herein. This certification 

is made under the obligations set forth in SEC Regulation AC. Any other person or entity may not use it for any other purpose. This 

certification is made based on my/our analysis on the date of this report’s publication. I/We assume no obligation to update this 

certification to reflect any facts, circumstances or events that may subsequently come to my/our attention. Signed Joseph Osha and 

Hilary Cauley 

 

JMP Securities Disclosures:  

JMP Securities expects to receive OR intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from Tesla, Inc. in the next 3 

months 

 

JMP Securities Investment Opinion Definitions: 
Market Outperform (MO): JMP Securities expects the stock price to outperform relevant market indices over the next 12 months. 

Market Perform (MP): JMP Securities expects the stock price to perform in line with relevant market indices over the next 12 months. 

Market Underperform (MU): JMP Securities expects the stock price to underperform relevant market indices over the next 12 months. 

JMP Securities Research Ratings and Investment Banking Services: (as of November 12, 2018) 

 

JMP Rating 
Regulatory 
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# Co’s 
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Coverage 
% of 
Total 

Regulatory 
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# Co’s 
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Coverage 
% of 
Total 

# Co’s 
Receivi
ng IB 

Service
s in 

Past 12 
Months 

% of Co’s 
With This 

rating 
         

MARKET OUTPERFORM BUY 262 59.68% BUY 262 59.68% 77 29.39% 

MARKET PERFORM HOLD 155 35.31% HOLD 155 35.31% 21 13.55% 
MARKET UNDERPERFORM SELL 3 0.68% SELL 3 0.68% 0 0% 
COVERAGE IN TRANSITION  16 3.64%  16 3.64% 1 6.25% 
RATING SUSPENDED  0 0.00%  0 0.00% 0 0% 
         

TOTAL:  439 100%  439 100% 99 22.25% 
 

Stock Price Chart of Rating and Target Price Changes: 
Note: First annotation denotes initiation of coverage or 3 years, whichever is shorter. If no target price is listed, then the target price is 

N/A. In accordance with NASD Rule 2241, the chart(s) below reflect(s) price range and any changes to the rating or price target as of the 

end of the most recent calendar quarter. The action reflected in this note is not annotated in the stock price chart. Source: JMP 

Securities. 
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JMP Disclaimer: 
JMP Securities LLC (the “Firm”) compensates research analysts, like other Firm employees, based on the Firm’s profitability, which 

includes revenues from the Firm’s institutional sales, trading, and investment banking departments as well as on the quality of the 

services and activities performed that are intended to benefit the Firm’s institutional clients. These data have been prepared by JMP 

Securities LLC for informational purposes only and are based on information available to the public from sources that we believe to be 

reliable, but we do not guarantee their accuracy or completeness. Any opinions and projections expressed herein reflect our judgment 

at this date and are subject to change without notice. These data are neither intended nor should be considered as an offer to sell or a 

solicitation or a basis for any contract for the purchase of any security or other financial product. JMP Securities LLC, its affiliates, JMP 

Group LLC, Harvest Capital Strategies LLC, and their respective partners, directors, officers, and associates may have a long or short 

position in, may act as a market maker for, or may purchase or sell a position in the securities mentioned herein. JMP Securities LLC 

or its affiliates may be performing, have performed, or seek to perform investment banking, advisory, or other services and may have 

acted as manager or co-manager for a public offering of securities for any company mentioned herein. The reader should assume that 

JMP Securities LLC will solicit business from the company covered in this report. Members of our Sales and Trading Department 

provide oral and/or written market opinions and trading strategies to our clients that reflect their personal opinions about stocks that are 

the subject of the firm's research reports. Our research analysts discuss trading strategies with clients that sometimes reflect short-term 

expectations for the price of the securities that are the subject of research reports. These trading strategies are distinct from the 

analysts' fundamental rating for the stock, which is based upon the analysts' view compared to other stocks under coverage for the 

relevant time period. © Copyright 2018. All rights reserved by JMP Securities LLC. JMP Securities LLC is a member of FINRA, 

NASDAQ, and SIPC. 
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